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It was a bright and sunny day on a sandy California beach and even though she would rather be someplace else on that day, a saddened Holly Hallstrom has no other choice but to sit on that beach by herself and try to figure out what to do next. Then suddenly, after she had spotted Holly sitting on the beach by herself and feeling depressed over something, a concerned Gena Lee Nolan had walked over to Holly, placed her gentle hand on Holly's shoulder and asked, "Holly, what are you doing here? I haven't seen you since I've left THE PRICE IS RIGHT to go star on BAYWATCH."

"Oooohhh. I'll be okay, Gena. " , answered Holly after she had turned her head towards Gena's. "It's just that I'm no longer with the show, because Bob had fired me just because of my gaining a little weight." "Ah, shit! I don't fucking believe this!" , said Gena, after she had realized that the two former Barker's Beauties were talking about the host of THE PRICE IS RIGHT, Bob Barker himself. "I mean at first, Bob was okay to work with. But as the years passed, it looked like he was becoming just like those assholes who only want their employees to be no more than just slave labor!"

"I know. I also miss the old Bob. " , said Holly after she had closed her eyes, lowered her head and started to cry. "I also just don't know what to do with my life now. " And then, after a sudden spark of an idea had just entered her mind, Gena had let out a smile, lifted Holly back on her feet and said, "Holly, I do believe I know what you should do now. Come with me and I'll show you what I'm getting at."

Then, after they've walked over to a beach house that PLAYBOY magazine has rented for a photo-shoot that Gena had agreed to do, Gena had tapped on the shoulder of David Stevenson, the photographer who was doing the photo-shoot and asked, "David, could I ask you for a favor?" Just then, after Gena had asked the favor and David had looked at Holly and said 'yes', Gena had dragged Holly into the bedroom, where Gena had placed her hands on Holly's shoulders and said, "Okay, Holly. You're going to be with the same PLAYBOY photo-spread with me. The first thing you need to do now is take your clothes off."

"Are you sure about this, Gena? " , asked a reluctant Holly. "It's just that I hadn't posed for a magazine like PLAYBOY before and I really don't think that my parents would understand the reasons for me doing
"Look, Holly. I really do understand that.", said Gena, while she was losing Holly's top for her. "But look at it this way, not only would it score an embarrassing blow against a certain Mister Barker but at least, it'll also help your career get restarted. Okay?"

And then, after she had given what Gena had said to her a great deal of thought and realized that she might be right, Holly had let out a small smile, nodded her head and removed all of her clothes. And after Gena had done the exact same thing, she and Holly had walked into the living room, where David had gotten everything ready for the photo-shoot.

"So, Gena. What are the both of you thinking on doing for this photo-spread?", asked a curious David, just before a smiling Gena had placed her gentle hands on Holly's cheeks and answered, "Allow me to show you, David." But then, just as Holly was about to move her head away from her friend's own mouth, Gena had placed the tips of her fingers on Holly's lips and said, "Sssshhh. It's going to be okay, Holly. You don't need to be afraid. All you need to do is relax... and enjoy it."

And with that, both Gena and Holly had kissed each other ever so passionately on the lips just before they've placed their nude bodies on the floor and David had dropped his pants and started rubbing his stiff cock. "Aaaahhh! Please, Gena! Don't make me do this! Stop! Oooohhh, please don't stop! Yeeeessss! That's it! Do it, Gena!", said Holly, after Gena had started licking all over Holly's body— all the way down to her hot, wet pussy and carressing her firm breasts. "Touch me! Touch me there! Suck my wet pussy dry! Aaaahhh!"

And then, after David had snapped a few shots of the two newfound lesbian lovers, walked over to them and placed his stone hard dick inside Gena's asshole, Holly had suddenly realized that she was experiencing something that she hadn't experienced with another couple before for she was experiencing pure and untamed erotica— and enjoying every minute of it. Just then, after David had placed his stiff cock inside Holly's hot, moist snatch and started licking on Gena's hot, wet pussy, Holly had placed her gentle hands on Gena's bare legs and started sucking on the tips of her stiff mounds.

"AAAAAHHHH, YES! THAT'S IT! DO IT, YOU SKANKY BITCH!", yelled a sexually-energized Gena, after she had placed her gentle hands on Holly's bare back. "MAKE HIM DO IT! MAKE HIM SUCK MY WET PUSSY DRY! MAKE HIM FUCK YOU! MAKE US WANNA CUM! AAAARRRRGGGHHHHH!" And then, after they've started moving harder and faster and their lovemaking has reached its final turn to be on the Showcase Showdown, the three newfound bi-sexual lovers had cum and collapsed due to exhaustion.

After they were all finally able to catch their breath and the two former Barker's Beauties had placed their heads on David's chest, Holly had placed her gentle hand on Gena's cheek, let out a sigh and said, "Gena, I really want to thank you for showing me the way to a whole new world."

"Believe me, Holly. All I've done was open the door.", said a smiling Gena after she had placed her gentle hand on top of Holly's. "The rest of the journey is yet to come."

And after they've snuggled-up to each other, Gena, Holly and David had fallen asleep within their naked arms while the rest of the state of California had gone about their normal daily business. Just then, as soon as the next month's issue of PLAYBOY had come out, the Barker's Beauties who had stayed on the show had looked at the magazine with the look of shock on their faces, for they've had no idea that Holly would allow herself to go through with something like that.

As for the producers of THE PRICE IS RIGHT and a certain Mister Bob Barker himself, they might be unable to like the idea of a former Barker's Beauty named Holly Hallstrom taking it off and posing for PLAYBOY. But all I could personally say is that I agree with Holly that they should just go screw themselves, for after the magazine had come out, a happy Holly had gotten a call from a casting agent and is now starring on a new hit NBC-TV series entitled LAPD VICE—and it was all due to her first taste of
PLAYBOY.

THE END!
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